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Abstract: Exoskeletons are being explored for assisting motion therapy for neurological impairment-
related rehabilitation. Soft robotic exoskeletons are gaining more attention for upper-extremity
applications due to their simplistic actuation mechanisms and compliant nature. To regain fine motor
hand functions, it is desired to have both hand and wrist motions in a coordinated fashion, as most
daily living tasks require a combination of both hand and wrist joint motions. However, a soft robotic
exoskeleton with hand and wrist motion together is an underdeveloped area. This paper presents a
pneumatically actuated soft robotic exoskeleton designed to provide coordinated assistive motion
to the hand and wrist joints using PD-based feedback control. The results showed the potential of
the exoskeleton to provide flexion/extension rehabilitation exercises and task-oriented rehabilitation
practices. Additionally, the results have confirmed that the implemented PD control ensures that
the exoskeleton reaches the targeted angular trajectories and velocities. Two modes, full and partial
assistance, were successfully tested to verify the ability of the exoskeleton to accommodate varying
levels of impairment.

Keywords: soft robotics; exoskeletons; rehabilitation; assistive robots; motion therapy

1. Introduction

Upper-extremity functions are drastically affected by neurological conditions and
disorders, such as stroke, cerebral palsy, spinal cord injury, etc. For instance, approximately
65% of stroke survivors exhibit motor dysfunction in their upper limbs six months after
the neurological incident [1]. Upper-limb disabilities exert a substantial influence on an
individual’s quality of life, as they impede the ability to autonomously engage in daily
living activities [2]. Motion therapy is widely applied to regain lost functions through
task-oriented training, where the patient practices functional tasks like object manipulation
repetitively. Motion assistive devices, such as exoskeletons and end-effector robots, are
gaining popularity to complement conventional therapy and improve rehabilitation [3,4].
Although end-effector systems have their own advantages, exoskeletons are being studied
as a favorable approach for upper limb rehabilitation, particularly for the hand, as they
allow engagement in functional tasks to rehabilitate fine motor control [5].

Among upper body joints, the hand and wrist are the most important for object-
handling tasks, while the elbow and shoulder joints help to reach a target object [6]. Both
rigid and soft robotic exoskeletons have been well explored for assisting the movements
of the hand [7–10] and wrist [11–13] joints. Regarding hand rehabilitation robotic devices,
many different types (end-effector-based, active, and passive) have been studied and re-
viewed for their advantages and disadvantages [7]. Heo et al. [8] stated that, despite
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significant development in hand exoskeletons, there is limited use of the exoskeletons for
other upper body joints. Rehabilitation therapy using robot-assisted hand exoskeleton
devices enhances the recovery of stroke patients [9]. After the development of rigid robotic
hand exoskeletons, Haghshenas-Jaryani et al. [10] developed a soft robotic hand exoskele-
ton to overcome the disadvantages of rigid robotics. In the case of wrist joint exoskeletons,
studies [11,12] present rigid robotic wrist exoskeleton designs, while [13] developed a soft
robotic design of a wrist exoskeleton. However, these works [7–13] studied the hand and
wrist joints separately. Incorporating a wrist joint into the hand exoskeleton holds signifi-
cant importance in rehabilitation [14]. Hand rehabilitation often necessitates maintaining a
neutral hand position during certain exercises. Many people with neurological conditions
have contracture or stiffness of the wrist joint that restricts hand functions. Moreover,
the majority of everyday manipulation tasks require coordinated movements of both the
hand and wrist joints to carry out daily activities effectively. Therefore, it is desirable to
have exoskeletons that assist both hand and wrist joints together. Only very few exoskele-
tons have been investigated that assist both the hand and wrist joints together. One such
system, proposed by Troncossi et al. [15], is a motor-driven exoskeleton for post-stroke
rehabilitation using brain signals to control flexion/extension of the hand and wrist joints.
Another motor-driven exoskeleton [16] was developed for coordinated hand and wrist
rehabilitation for the motor recovery of stroke patients. Additionally, two cable-driven
hand–wrist exoskeletons [17,18] have been reported for post-stroke patients. The above ex-
amples are based on conventional rigid robotic approaches, which have known limitations
in size, complexity, and safety [2]. With recent advances [19,20], soft robotics is gaining
momentum for upper-extremity applications due to their simpler actuation mechanisms,
adaptive fitting to upper-extremity kinematics, and inherent compliant nature [2]. To the
best of our knowledge, there is no existing pneumatically actuated soft robotic exoskele-
ton with combined hand and wrist motion assistance [2]. Based on the advantages of
soft robotics for human interaction applications, a soft robotic exoskeleton is needed for
combined hand and wrist joints. This work provides the following novel contributions:

• A pneumatically actuated soft exoskeleton that combines both hand and wrist joints
for assistive rehabilitation.

• Assistance in a variety of task-specific exercises involving coordinated movements of
finger and wrist joints.

• A partial assistance mode that adapts the level of assistance according to the patient’s
stage of recovery.

This paper presents a soft robotic hand and wrist exoskeleton that uses pneumatic
soft actuators (actuators are designed based on our patented technology [21] (patent US
1,091,2701)) for applying motion to the fingers and wrist joints. In this work, the exoskeleton
was fabricated and tested for its feasibility in assisting flexion/extension rehabilitation
exercises such as continuous passive motion (CPM) and task-specific rehabilitation prac-
tices [22–24]. For the task-specific practices, two distinct tasks were performed: a dumbbell
exercise and an object pick and place task. To test the capability of the system to adapt to
varying functional ability levels, all the tests were performed in two different modes: full
assistance and partial assistance. The full assistance mode is intended for patients who
cannot move their joints voluntarily. The partial assistance mode is designed for patients
who are starting to recover or have some residual mobility, where the exoskeleton will
allow the patient to perform an exercise to the best of their ability and then assist them in
completing motions as needed.

2. System Description

The system consists of a hand and wrist exoskeleton (HWE) and a pneumatic control
unit (Figure 1). Each component of the system is described below.
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Figure 1. (a) Soft robotic hand and wrist exoskeleton system for rehabilitation, consisting of a hand
and wrist exoskeleton and a pneumatic control unit; (b) a finger and a wrist actuator along with
corresponding flex sensors.

2.1. Hand and Wrist Exoskeleton

The HWE comprises six soft pneumatic actuators: one actuator for each finger and one
for the wrist. The actuators are made of silicone rubber and designed as hollow structures
with a corrugated geometry to allow for expansion and angular motion, which can be
found in more detail in our previous reports [10,13]. The actuators are secured on the
dorsal side of the hand to apply flexion to the fingers and wrist. A flex sensor is placed
beneath each actuator to measure the real-time angle and velocity of the finger and wrist
joints. The angle given by each flex sensor is the flexion/extension angle of each joint and
is denoted by θ. The data from flex sensors provide feedback to a pneumatic control unit
to send the control action (air flow rate) to the actuators to achieve the required angles
and velocities of joints. Our previous works showed the design, numerical simulations,
range of motion studies, and force calculation for finger [10] and wrist [13] actuators. From
these studies, the flexion/extension ranges of motion for the fingers and wrist are 200◦/0◦

and 45◦/−45◦, respectively. The torques produced by finger and wrist actuators at 70 kPa
pressure are 0.06 Nm and 1.8 Nm, respectively. The corrugated structures of each finger
actuator are designed to correspond to the MCP, PIP, and DIP joints of the fingers and
thumb, with the ability to achieve the natural human range of motion of those joints.
The only differentiation between finger designs is the solid sections that link the corrugated
structures together, where the solid sections are different lengths according to the average
size of adult male hands.

2.2. Fabrication

CAD models of the actuators for each finger (thumb, index, middle, ring, and little)
and the wrist were created with SOLIDWORKS software. Using these CAD models, molds
were designed and 3D-printed using a stereolithography printer (ProJet 6000 HD SLA).
The molds were designed for a polymer compression molding process, where silicone
rubber (XIAMETER® RTV-4234-T4, Xiameter®, Krayden (Denver, CO, USA)) material was
used. A detailed manufacturing process for the finger and wrist actuators is explained
in [10,13], respectively.

To assemble the entire HWE, a commercially available glove and wrist sleeve were
sewn together to create a foundation for attaching the actuators and flex sensors. The flex
sensors were embedded beneath each actuator, and all the soft actuators were secured
on the dorsal side of the wearable garment, as shown in Figure 2. To attach the flex
sensors for fingers, pockets were sewn on the glove, where the flex sensors were placed
inside the pockets. For the wrist joint, a flex sensor was bonded to the wrist sleeve using
silicone material. Actuators were sewn to the glove and wrist sleeve on top of the sensors.
Resistance-based flex sensors (https://www.sparkfun.com/products/8606 (accessed on 5
January 2024)) were used for the finger actuators, and a capacitance-based flex sensor (https:

https://www.sparkfun.com/products/8606
https://www.nitto.com/jp/ja/nbt/products/1-axis-soft-flex-sensor/
https://www.nitto.com/jp/ja/nbt/products/1-axis-soft-flex-sensor/
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//www.nitto.com/jp/ja/nbt/products/1-axis-soft-flex-sensor/ (accessed on 5 January
2024)) was used for the wrist. Both of these sensors measure the bending angle θ. Resistance-
based flex sensors are not capable of bi-directional angle measurements, but they are
sufficient for sensing finger motions. Capacitance-based flex sensors can measure in both
directions, which is required for sensing wrist motion.

Figure 2. Soft robotic hand and wrist exoskeleton.

2.3. Pneumatic Control Unit Architecture

A pneumatic control unit is used to achieve the required angular movement of the
finger and wrist joints by using feedback from each flex sensor to control the pneumatic
actuation. As shown in Figure 3, this unit consists of electronic (six flex sensors, six pressure
sensors, six vacuum sensors) and pneumatic (six soft actuators, six proportional valves,
six pressure solenoid valves, six vacuum solenoid valves, one pressure pump, one vacuum
pump) components, and a microcontroller is used to control the operation of each component.
Pressure and vacuum sensors are used to measure the pressure/vacuum in each actuator
to ensure that the pressure/vacuum stays within safe limits. The flex sensors and pressure
sensors provide real-time data to the microcontroller so that they can command the valves to
open/close accordingly to achieve the desired finger and wrist movements. Solenoid valves
are used to interchange the direction of airflow to create pressure or vacuum, which flexes or
extends the actuators, respectively. Proportional valves are used to change the airflow rate to
the actuators by using a pulse width modulation (PWM) signal from the microcontroller to
vary the orifice size. Therefore, the air flow rate (PWM signal) is the required control action to
control angular movement and velocity of the finger and wrist joints. The model, dimensions,
and weight of each component of the control box are listed in Table 1. The total weight of the
control box, including all of the components, is 1.4 kg.

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of all the components of the pneumatic control unit used for hand and
wrist exoskeleton system.

https://www.nitto.com/jp/ja/nbt/products/1-axis-soft-flex-sensor/
https://www.nitto.com/jp/ja/nbt/products/1-axis-soft-flex-sensor/
https://www.nitto.com/jp/ja/nbt/products/1-axis-soft-flex-sensor/
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Table 1. Specifications of components used in control box.

Component Name Model Dimensions
(L × W × H) mm Weight (grams)

Pump Parker D1020-23-01 85 × 30 × 75 257.48
Solenoid Valve Clippard E210H 45 × 15 × 20 9.91

Proportional Valve Parker 910-000045-030 30 × 10 × 20 47.00

Pressure Sensor Honeywell
ABPMANN004BGAA5 7.3 × 6.3 × 18.6 7.08

Vacuum Sensor NXP MPXV6115V 18.01 × 10.54 × 5.38 1.30
Microcontroller ESP-32 50 × 25 × 10 10.46

3. Hand and Wrist Exoskeleton Control Algorithm

A PD-based control is used for the soft robotic hand and wrist exoskeleton system
(Figure 4). The reference angle and velocity values (θr, ωr) are chosen according to the
rehabilitation exercises being performed, and they act as input for the closed-loop PD
controller. The control algorithm ensures that the finger and wrist joints follow the reference
input trajectories (θr, ωr). The flex sensors provide current angle and velocity data (θ, ω),
which are feedback for the controller. Due to the noise seen in the raw angle data (θ) from
flex sensors, spectral analysis is performed, and the data are filtered through a first-order
low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 1 Hz. Further, velocity is computed using the
filtered angle data from the flex sensors. As shown in Equation (1), errors e and ė are
computed by finding the difference between the reference values (θr, ωr) and feedback
values (θ, ω). The PD controller utilizes these errors to compute the PWM signal that would
initiate the required control action. This calculated PWM signal is fed to the proportional
valves to control the airflow rate such that the actuators achieve the targeted angle and
velocity set by the reference input trajectories. The control action (PWM) is calculated
according to Equation (2). The PWM signal should vary between 0 (PWMmin) and 4096
(PWMmax) to operate the proportional valve. When the PWM signal is ≤0, the proportional
valve is fully closed; conversely, when the PWM signal is ≥4096, the proportional valve is
fully open.

e = θr − θ, ė = ωr − ω (1)

PWM =


PWMmin : PWM < PWMmin
kpe + kd ė : PWMmin < PWM < PWMmax
PWMmax : PWMmax < PWM

(2)

Here, kp and kd are the parameters of the PD control algorithm. The kp and kd control
parameters are determined for each actuator by their model estimation. For example,
the estimation process for the wrist actuator includes recording the experimental data of the
bending angle of the wrist actuator, as shown in Figure 5a. These data are collected while
PWM is 2500, which means the proportional valve is approximately 60% open. This PWM
is chosen as the operation of the system is smooth without any jerks at this value. Despite
the soft actuator’s bending behavior being nonlinear, experimental findings indicate that a
linear approximation is acceptable when the system functions within an angular motion
range of 0–50 degrees. Therefore, the input PWM to the proportional valve and the output
bending angle θ of the soft robotic actuator can be approximated as a linear system.

The state-space formulation [25] for a linear time-invariant dynamic system can be
stated as follows:

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t − τ), y(t) = Cx(t) (3)

Here, x is the state vector, y is the system output, u is the system input, A is the
state matrix, B is the input matrix, C is the output matrix, and τ is the input time delay.
In our case, the system output y is angle θ and the system input u is the PWM signal to the
proportional valve.
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Figure 4. PD control for soft robotic hand and wrist exoskeleton.

Figure 5. Control parameters estimation (a) experimental recorded wrist angle, (b) output of the
state-space model compared with experimental values, (c) simulation model of control with estimated
state-space model.

To determine the model parameters of a soft pneumatic actuator, the system input
PWM is maintained as a constant, while the system output angle θ is obtained through
experimentation (Figure 5a). By utilizing experimental data comprising PWM and θ,
the system can be estimated by employing an iterative estimation technique aimed at
minimizing prediction errors between the experimental data θ and the estimated system
output [26]. Therefore, using the input data (PWM = 2500) to the proportional valve and
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the acquired output data θ, the state-space model is identified. The state matrix A, input
matrix B, and output matrix C are estimated. The output of the estimated state-space model
is compared with the experimental recording shown in Figure 5b.

Using the estimated state-space model, a simulation model of the control algorithm
is constructed in Matlab/Simulink, as shown in Figure 5c. The simulation model has a
state-space model block, a reference command block, and a PD control block. Using the
simulation method, the PD parameters of the wrist actuator are estimated. The estimated
parameters kp and kd are 8 and 6.5, respectively. These values are further tuned using the
experimental data, which resulted in kp = 8.1 and kd = 6.7.

The finger actuators have different geometry, but the same linear trend of experimental
data is found for the finger actuators in the linear range of 0–180 degrees. Therefore,
the same procedure (as discussed above for the wrist actuator) is followed to estimate kp
and kd parameters for finger actuators.

Table 2 shows the tuned values of kp and kd parameters.

Table 2. Tuned control parameters kp and kd for finger and wrist actuators.

kp kd

Thumb Actuator 5.5 4
Index Actuator 4.5 3.4

Middle Actuator 5.8 4.6
Ring Actuator 4.5 3.4
Little Actuator 5.2 4.1
Wrist Actuator 8.1 6.7

Figure 4 also shows the two modes: full assistance and partial assistance. In the full
assistance mode, the controller will control the exoskeleton to provide assistance to reach the
desired trajectories without any wait time. In the partial assistance mode, the controller will
wait for t seconds for the user to try to reach the target joint angles. If the user cannot reach
the required joint angles after t seconds, the controller will assist further. The time t can be
selected by the physician according to the patient’s mobility or the therapy requirements.

4. Experimental Setup
4.1. Exercises for Experimental Tests

To understand the capabilities of the HWE to assist a user (no participants were
recruited for this study. All the experimental tests were performed on one of our team
members. At our institution, we are permitted to perform benchtop tests among research
staff during the development phase of research without any IRB or regulatory approval) in
performing rehabilitation exercises, the system was programmed to assist in three hand and
wrist exercises while the PD control was verified for its performance. The three different
exercises were as follows: (1) flexion/extension, (2) a dumbbell exercise, and (3) an object
pick and place task. The first exercise is a ROM exercise, commonly used to rehabilitate
hand and wrist joints. The other two exercises are task-specific and were chosen due to the
importance of testing the HWE’s capability to assist in functional tasks that are known to
effectively restore motor function [22–24]. All exercises were performed in two different
modes: full assistance mode and partial assistance mode. In the full assistance mode,
the user keeps their hand in a relaxed position without any voluntary movement so that
the exoskeleton provides full assistance for flexion/extension motion to the finger and
wrist joints. In the partial assistance mode, the control system is designed to wait for a
set time of t seconds to allow the user to attempt to reach the reference angle themselves,
and if they cannot reach it within the timeframe, the system will activate to assist the
user in completing the remaining angular trajectory. During the data collection for the
partial assistance mode, the volunteer was asked to perform the specified motion and
to stop moving before reaching the reference trajectory to allow the system to assist in
completing the targeted motion. Overall, a total of six tests were performed (three types of
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exercises; two modes per exercise), where the volunteer performed an exercise three times
consecutively for each test.

Before performing the test, the reference angles (θr) for each joint were determined by
having a user perform the exercise to record the angle values required to complete the task.
Those values were used as input reference angles for the PD controller to perform the test.
Reference velocities (ωr) were set to 60◦/s and 25◦/s for the fingers and wrist, respectively,
for all exercises. After setting the inputs, the sequence of flexion/extension of the fingers
and wrist joints was set in the algorithm to perform the required task. During each test,
the achieved angles were recorded to estimate the error between the input reference (θr)
and the achieved angles (θ).

4.1.1. Flexion/Extension Exercise

The flexion/extension rehabilitation exercise was performed following the steps shown
in Figure 6. First, (a) the hand and wrist start at a relaxed neutral position. Next, (b) the
finger actuators were pressurized to flex, and (c) then they were vacuumed to extend back
to 0 degrees. Finally, (d) the wrist actuator was pressurized to create flexion movement of
the wrist joint, (e) followed by vacuuming to extend the wrist joint back to 0 degrees.

Figure 6. Steps involving the sequential flexion/extension rehabilitation exercise for finger and wrist
joints using the exoskeleton: (a) relaxed neutral position, (b) fingers flexion, (c) fingers extension, (d)
wrist flexion, and (e) wrist extension.

For the flexion/extension (CPM) rehabilitation exercise, the reference flexion/extension
angles (θr) for the fingers and wrist were set to 120◦/0◦ and 50◦/0◦, respectively. These
set angles can be chosen based on the user’s range of motion (ROM). The thumb flex-
ion/extension θr was set to a higher angle 140◦/0◦ to avoid interference with the fingers
during flexion. During flexion, the thumb was flexed first, followed by the fingers to cover
the thumb, to further minimize obstruction among the thumb and fingers.

4.1.2. Dumbbell Exercise

To demonstrate a task-oriented rehabilitation exercise, a dumbbell exercise was per-
formed in the five steps shown in Figure 7. First, (a) a dumbbell was placed in the hand
without any movement of the hand or wrist. (b) The finger actuators were pressurized
to flex (θr: thumb = 100◦, index = 100◦, middle = 100◦, ring = 100◦, little = 100◦) and hold
the dumbbell. (c) The wrist actuator was pressurized to flex (θr: wrist = 50◦) the joint and
perform the dumbbell exercise. (d) The wrist actuator was vacuumed to extend the joint
back to the initial position. Last, (e) the fingers were extended to release the dumbbell.
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Figure 7. Steps involving sequential flexion/extension of the finger and wrist joints using exoskeleton
for performing a dumbbell exercise.

4.1.3. Object Pick and Place

The object pick and place task was performed in the five steps shown in Figure 8. First,
(a) the hand was placed at an initial position close to the object. Next, (b) the finger actuators
were pressurized to flex (θr: thumb = 80◦, index = 80◦, middle = 80◦, ring = 80◦, little = 80◦)
and grasp the object. (c) The wrist actuator was pressurized to flex (θr: wrist = 50◦) the joint
and move the object from its initial position to the target position. (d) The finger actuators
were vacuumed to extend and place the object at the target position. Finally, (e) the wrist
actuator was vacuumed to extend the joint, returning the hand back to the initial position.

Figure 8. Steps involving sequential flexion/extension of the finger and wrist joints using exoskeleton
for performing an object pick and place task.

5. Experimental Results

The purpose of the data analysis is to verify that the PD control was able to ensure the
fingers and wrist actuator could assist the human in reaching the reference angles, as well
as to ensure the system performed the finger and wrist motions in the correct sequence
for each exercise. During each exercise, the reference angle and velocity values (θr, ωr)
are set for each flexion/extension movement. The PD controller ensures that the system
follows the required reference movements. The error between the reference angles (θr) and
the average of the achieved angles (θ) for the three cycles shows the performance of the
PD controller. As discussed earlier, each test was performed in two modes. In the case of
the partial assistance mode, a wait time t was set for 5 s, where the volunteer was allowed
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to move at any velocity during this time while also maintaining a joint angle that is well
below θr.

5.1. Flexion/Extension Exercise

Figure 9 shows the change in angle for each joint during the flexion/extension exercise
in the two different modes. The exercise was performed for three cycles, as shown in
Figure 9a, with full assistance from the exoskeleton. Each cycle consists of flexion/extension
of the fingers and wrist in sequence. Figure 9b shows the partial assistance mode. In this
mode, at the beginning of each flexion movement, the system waited for 5 s before initiating
motion assistance. From Figure 9b, it is clear that when the user does not achieve the input
reference values for the fingers (thumb = 140◦, other fingers = 120◦) and wrist (50◦), then
the exoskeleton assists in finishing the remaining trajectory.

Figure 9. Change in joint angles over time for three flexion/extension cycles in (a) full assistance
mode and (b) partial assistance mode.

The results from Figure 9 show that the HWE can assist the user in performing
flexion/extension exercises. The PD controller helps to reach the desired reference inputs
for each finger and wrist joint in both full and partial assistance modes. In the full assistance
mode, the average errors in the angles achieved for the thumb, index, middle, ring, little,
and wrist joints are 2.5◦, 5.8◦, 17.2◦, 10.8◦, 9.5◦, and 1.3◦, respectively. In the partial
assistance mode, the average errors in the angles achieved for the thumb, index, middle,
ring, little, and wrist joints are 2.3◦, 4.9◦, 16.8◦, 14.2◦, 9.8◦, and 1.6◦, respectively.

5.2. Dumbbell Exercise

As discussed in the experimental setup section, the dumbbell exercise was performed
in five steps. Figure 10a,b show the changes in angles for all joints in the full and partial
assistance modes, respectively, while performing three repetitions of the dumbbell exercise.

The results from Figure 10 show that the HWE can assist the user in performing
dumbbell exercises in the correct sequence. The PD controller helps to reach the desired
reference inputs for each finger and wrist joint in both full and partial assistance modes.
In the full assistance mode, the average errors in the angles achieved for the thumb,
index, middle, ring, little, and wrist joints are 16.3◦, 17.8◦, 4.6◦, 17.8◦, 19.8◦, and 2.1◦,
respectively. In the partial assistance mode, the average errors in the angles achieved for the
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thumb, index, middle, ring, little, and wrist joints are 4.2◦, 6.7◦, 3.5◦, 19.2◦, 6.8◦, and 7.8◦,
respectively.

Figure 10. Change in joint angles over time for three cycles of the dumbbell exercise in (a) full
assistance mode and (b) partial assistance mode.

5.3. Object Pick and Place

As discussed in the experimental setup section, the object pick and place task was
performed in five steps. Figure 11a,b show the changes in angles of all joints for the full
and partial assistance modes, respectively, while picking and placing an object three times.

Figure 11. Change in joint angles over time for three cycles of the pick and place exercise in (a) full
assistance mode and (b) partial assistance mode.

The results from Figure 11 show that the HWE can assist the user in performing the
object pick and place task in the correct sequence. The PD controller helps to reach the
desired reference inputs for each finger and wrist joint in both full and partial assistance
modes. In the full assistance mode, the average errors in the angles achieved for the
thumb, index, middle, ring, little, and wrist joints are 3.5◦, 3.8◦, 5.9◦, 5.8◦, 5.2◦, and 9.1◦,
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respectively. In the partial assistance mode, the average errors in the angles achieved
for the thumb, index, middle, ring, little, and wrist joints are 7.6◦, 4.2◦, 8.5◦, 9.6◦, 3.8◦,
and 4.1◦, respectively.

6. Discussion

The results from the three experimental tests verify that the exoskeleton can be used
for continuous passive motion (CPM) rehabilitation as well as task-oriented rehabilitation
exercises due to its capability to flex and extend joints of the hand and wrist in a variety
of sequences. The exoskeleton enables the user or physician to select the targeted range
of motion for any rehabilitation exercise to accommodate various ranges of motion and
speeds using PD control. More task-oriented exercises involving hand and wrist movement
can be explored, similar to the dumbbell exercise and object pick and place task. The
exoskeleton is capable of assisting motion in both full and partial assistance modes. This
implies that the exoskeleton can be used to provide compensatory movement based on the
user’s mobility. However, the compensation of joint stiffness and spastic response were
not evaluated as the test was performed with a healthy volunteer. The partial assistance
mode can be utilized to evaluate the motor recovery of a patient by monitoring the angle at
which they reach before assistance is provided by the exoskeleton.

As the experimental tests were performed by a human user rather than using an
anthropomorphic model, there is some noise in the angle values. We have observed that
there are errors between the set reference and the achieved angle values. Contributions to
these errors can come from how the human user bends their fingers and holds the object
during reference data collection versus during the actual test. Additionally, the control
parameters are estimated by approximating the bending of the actuators as a linear system,
which could cause some of the errors. In the partial assistance mode of the flexion/extension
exercise (Figure 9b), there are some noticeable small movements of the finger joints during
flexion of the wrist joint. These small movements were observed to be from the natural
movement of the user’s fingers during wrist flexion. In these experiments, the partial
assistance mode is only applied during flexion of the joints. If the patient has contractions
in their hands, they could benefit from practicing extending their hands, and in the partial
assistance mode, there can be a set time to give them a chance to extend their hand before the
vacuum provides assistance in extension. One of the main limitations of this exoskeleton
is that the wrist joint is only designed for flexion/extension and, therefore, cannot be
used for radial/ulnar deviation exercises. A video has been added as a Supplementary
Material to show the functionality of the pneumatically actuated soft robotic hand and
wrist exoskeleton.

7. Conclusions

This work demonstrated a soft robotic hand–wrist exoskeleton controlled using a
single PD-based controller to provide assistance to hand and wrist joints in a coordinated
manner. The exoskeleton can be programmed to create different sequences of hand and
wrist movements. Also, the controller was successfully tested for two modes: full assistance
and partial assistance from the exoskeleton. In the future, force sensors will be embedded
into the exoskeleton that will allow us to control the grip force according to the object to be
handled in a task. Additionally, the wrist actuator will be modified to allow for radial/ulnar
deviation motion assistance. Future work will also include testing the exoskeleton with
targeted conditions such as post-stroke hand and wrist impairments.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/act13050180/s1. The video shows the functionality of the hand
and wrist exoskeleton.
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